LED lighting throughout • Euro-style sink and 3-way refrigerator • Bamboo rolled flooring • MCD roller blinds with day/night shades
The All NEW Coachmen Orion is distinctive, there’s no question. But you’ll also be impressed with it’s luxurious and spacious camper body, designed for versatility and low cost of ownership. The Orion will catch your eye with its sleek, expansive windshield and oversized, bright-finished, high-positioned headlamps. And when you get behind the wheel, you’ll feel the power behind it’s award-winning 3.6L, 280HP V6 engine, delivering competitive fuel efficiency. Orion’s unique and premium steering gear enhances drive quality and reliability, and provides an incredibly tight turning circle. Steering control is firm, responsive and confident.

As one of the top selling brands in the nation, Coachmen has been providing generations a product they can rely on for over 50 years. That same dedication to quality and affordability is evident in the all-new, smartly-designed Orion.

A 60 x 80 Drop down residential queen bed • LCD TV / DVD / stereo/subwoofer/speaker • Seating areas convert to sleeping areas • Luxury seating with integrated safety belts

B Color back-up monitor • Rotate/recline pilot and passenger seats • Expansive windshield with solar filter glass

C Curved shower door • Undermount stonecast sink • Composite foot flush toilet • ABS molded shower and surround

D Euro-style sink and faucet with glass lid • Low profile range hood with lights • Euro-style 3-way refrigerator • Even Cool ceiling ducted A/C
Generous seating area • Swivel/adjustable pilot & passenger seats • 32" LCD TV/DVD/Speakers/Subwoofer • Flip-up table
Generous warehouse exterior storage
Tread-Lite single step power entrance step
Solar power plug in
Fiberglass rear wheel skirts
Standard ONAN 2.8 kw gas generator gives you 110v power when shoreline power is not available.
Exterior entertainment center w/LCD TV/Stereo/DVD and speakers
Aluminum rims
Oversized, bright-finished, high-positioned headlamps are downward-facing for the best possible down-the-road beam and peripheral illumination.
Dash stereo with touch screen control

Orion’s one-touch carefree armless power awning

TPO roof membrane – lightweight, durable and easy to maintain
Coachman’s Even Cool™ air conditioning system is ducted through the crowned, vacuum-bonded roof. The system uses AMOCO insulated ductwork with radiused corners to provide maximum cooling efficiency.
LED accent strip lights in fiberglass front cap
Large expansive windshield ensures exemplary outward view featuring solar-filter glass. Structureless wiper blades provide a premium appearance and reduce wind noise.

Azdel SuperLite™ sidewall substrate – lightweight, durable and moisture resistant

Integrated color back-up monitor

Fiberglass Substrate

Fiberglass rear wheel skirts

Solar power plug in

Integrated color back-up monitor

Oversized, bright-finished, high-positioned headlamps are downward-facing for the best possible down-the-road beam and peripheral illumination.

Dash stereo with touch screen control
Orion's handsomely-appointed cab provides generous driver and passenger room and is ergonomically designed for complete operator comfort with sedan-like amenities.
STANDARD

WARRANTY
• Motorhome – 12 Month/12,000 mile limited warranty
• ProMaster Chassis – 36 month/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper warranty
• RAM ProMaster Powertrain – 60 month/100,000 mile limited warranty
• Travel Easy Roadside Assistance

AUTOMOTIVE/EXTERIOR/CONSTRUCTION
• 24-Gallon Fuel Tank
• 3.6L V6 Gas w/6 Speed Automatic 280HP
• Driver & Passenger Air Bags
• Cruise Control
• Tilt Steering Wheel
• In Dash Air Conditioning
• Power Windows & Locks
• Factory Exterior Mirrors w/Heat & Remote
• 2,000 lb. Towing Hitch w/4 Way Flat Plug
• Laminated Aluminum 2” Sidewalls
• Crowned Laminated TPO Roof
• Steel Entry Step w/Battery Storage
• Slam Latch Trunk Doors
• 80” Radius Entrance Door w/Window, Deadbolt & Strut
• Lamilux 4000 Sidewalls & Rear Wall
• Vinyl Graphics
• Plasti-Cote Metal Side Boxes
• Fiberglass Rear Cap
• Fiberglass Rear Wheel Skirts
• Aluminum Rims
• Carefree Armless Power Awning
• Aluminum Body Side Moldings
• Smooth Exterior Range Vent
• Exterior LED Lights w/Center Bar
• LED Accent Strip Lights in Front Cap
• Color Backup Camera
• Side View Cameras
• Tread-Lite Single Step Power Entrance Step

INTERIOR APPOINTMENTS
• Powered Jack Wing Antenna
• LP Leak Alarm
• Smoke Detector
• Carbon Monoxide Detector
• Fire Extinguisher
• Factory Dash Radio AM/FM/CD/U-Connect Bluetooth
• Back-up Monitor on Rear View Mirror
• 32” LCD TV, DVD & Speakers with Subwoofer
• Pre-wired for Satellite Dish through Coax Input

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
• 1 1/4” High Pressure Laminate Countertops
• Bamboo Rolled Flooring
• Vinyl Soft Touch Ceiling
• Roller Bearing Metal Drawer Guides
• Poplar Drawers (behind doors are Techwood)
• MCD Window Shades (where applicable)
• Tinted Windows
• Swivel/Adjustable Factory Pilot & Passenger Seats
• 3-pit. Belted Swivel Chairs w/Flip-up Table
• 75” Jack-Knife Sofa
• Residential Doors & Drawers
• Residential Bath Door
• Curved Bar Grab Handle at Entrance Door

GALLEY
• Residential Microwave
• Dometic Euro Style 3-Way Refrigerator
• Euro Style Sink & Faucet w/GLass Lid
• Lighted Low Profile Range Hood
• Euro Style 2 Burner Cook Top w/GLass Lid

BATH AND WATER
• Water Panel w/City/Tank/Winterize/Waste Tank Flush
• Low Point Drain and Winterize Valve at Fresh Tank
• Outside Shower
• Power Bath Vent
• On Demand Water Pump
• Undermount American Stonecast Sink
• Satin Nickel Shower Head and Faucets
• Curved Shower Door
• Black Towel Ring/TP Holder/Robe Hooks
• Composite Foot Flush Toilet
• 6 Gallon Gas E.I. Water Heater
• Skylight over Shower
• Trunk Door at Termination

SLEEPING
• Queen Bed 60x80 Powered Lowering Bed
• Fabric Covered Upgraded Mattress
• Bedspread
• Windshield Privacy Cover
• Bedroom Privacy Curtain w/Track

ELECTRICAL/HEATING/AC
• 30 amp Power Cord
• 55 amp Electronic Converter
• Dual Auxiliary Battery
• Manual Generator Changeover
• 2.8 KW Onan Gas Generator
• GFI Circuit
• Auxiliary Battery Disconnect
• LED Patio Light
• Wall Mounted Thermostat
• 18,000 BTU E.I. Ducted Furnace
• 13,500 BTU Low Profile Ducted A/C w/Heat Strip
• Recept and Coax Connect under Awning
• LED Interior Lights
• Exterior Entertainment Center w/24” TV/Stereo/DVD/Speakers
• Exterior Grab Handle at Entrance Door
• Command Center
• Heated Holding Tanks
• Pop Up Kitchen Charging Station
• Exterior Solar Panel w/Connection by Entry Door
• EMS Power Shedding System
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Standards and Options subject to change without notice.
Travel Easy™ Roadside Assistance
RVing is easier with Coachmen’s Travel Easy™ Roadside Assistance provided FREE the first year of ownership to those who purchase a New Coachmen RV. Administered by Coach-Net, this service provides you with 24/7 operational, technical and emergency road service coverage. Also included is towing, fuel delivery, jump starts, lockout service, tire changes, mobile mechanic and unlimited technical assistance. Anywhere, Anytime. Travel Easy™ is the security of knowing that help is an easy phone call away.

Coachmen RV Owner Digital Kit App
Now you can have your Owners Manual with you wherever you are. Download our free App from iTunes and you’ll have the information at your fingertips.

Free One Year Membership – Coachmen Owners’ Association
Coachmen is proud to sponsor the largest manufacturer sponsored camping club in North America… Coachmen Owners’ Association (COA). COA provides a broad breadth of value propositions for our owners including: planned trips/tours and rallies at bulk rate discounts, free trip routing, free campground directory, free Easy RVing magazine, theme park discounts, fuel discounts, mail forwarding, a dedicated COA web site, local and state club activities and Caravan Chapter membership opportunities. Most importantly, COA enhances the Coachmen ownership and RV lifestyle experience.

Every new Coachmen RV buyer is eligible for a 1 Year FREE membership in the Coachmen Owners’ Association. It all adds up to an easy ownership experience!

All information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the time of publication. However, during the model year, it may be necessary to make revisions and Coachmen reserves the right to make all such changes without notice, including prices, colors, materials, equipment and specifications as well as the addition of new models and the discontinuance of models shown in this brochure. Therefore, please consult with your Coachmen dealer and confirm the existence of any materials, design or specifications that are material to your purchase decision.

GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating): The maximum permissible weight of the unit, including the unloaded vehicle weight (UVW) plus all fluids, cargo, optional equipment and accessories. For safety and product performance, do not exceed the GVWR.
GCWR (Gross Combined Weight Rating): The maximum total weight of the loaded unit, plus a tow vehicle. This includes the weight of both the unit and tow vehicle, fuel for each, all other fluids, cargo, occupants, optional equipment and accessories.

Important Note: All capacities are approximate, and all dimensions are nominal. Coachmen motorhomes are designed to allow for a wide variety of uses, extended trips with two people or short trips with multiple people. Accordingly, each unit allows ample room for sleeping, seating, fluids and cargo. While the customer is the beneficiary of this design, the customer also bears the responsibility to select the proper combination of passengers, cargo, load, and tow vehicle without exceeding the chassis weight capabilities. Consumer may need additional braking capacity to tow loads greater than 1,000 pounds. Seat belts should always be worn for passenger safety. Seat belts are provided at most locations to allow convenience in selecting which seat to occupy. However, it is not intended that all seating positions equipped with a seat belt may be occupied while the vehicle is in motion, without regard to other weight factors. All Coachmen motorhomes are designed to ensure that the number of passengers allowed while the vehicle is in motion will always equal the stated sleeping capacity. Though extra seat belts may be provided, for your safety and the proper operation of your vehicle, limit your passengers to the number allowed by the Net Carrying Capacity of your vehicle.